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Ash class reading - w/c 20.04.20 
 
Red - Ben and Bobo 
This book is good to remember/practise our phase 4 tricky words; were, said and what. Discuss 
the italic word 'are' on p13 too. This book has a sequencing activity which your child can 
complete at the end. 
Words that may need help: 

 mind - m-i-n-d - the i makes a longer i sound, not the usual short i sound 

 oh - this is a phase 5 tricky word so many children will not have come across it yet 
 
Yellow - Rat-a-Tat-Tat 
This book contains phase 4 tricky word 'what' that the children should now recognise. 
Encourage the children to predict the next visitor using the shadows at the door where possible. 
Also look out for question marks. This book has a sequencing activity which your child may wish 
to complete at the end. 
Words that may need help: 

 who - is a phase 5 tricky word so the children may not remember it yet 

 open - o-p-en - the o makes an 'oa' sound 

 yellow - y-e-ll-ow - the ow makes an oa sound 

 white - contains new 'i-e' split digraph so may need prompting 

 pyjamas 

 can't - the apostrophe may need discussion 
 
Blue - Knock Knock 
This book contains many phase 5 sounds to practise in a wider context. You can use this book to 
discuss apostrophes for contractions (missing letters) and the use of exclamation marks. This 
book has a matching activity which your child may wish to complete at the end. 
Words that may need help: 

 knock - kn-o-ck - the kn is a 'n' sound 

 friend 

 opened - o-p-e-n-ed - the o is not a short o but a longer 'oa' sound 

 ice - the word contains our new split digraph i-e and a soft 'c' 

 alien / batteries - in both words the ie makes an 'ee' sound 

 front - f-r-o-n-t - the o makes an 'u' sound 
 
Green - Big Cat Babies 
This book is a non-fiction book. You can use the contents page to select which pages to read - it 
does not have to be read in order. This book lends itself to children making comparisons, when 
they read, between the different animals. This book has a sentence matching activity at the end 
to try. 
Words that may need help: 

 wild - w-i-l-d - the 'i' makes the alternative i sound, like 'igh' 

 live 

 babies - b-a-b-ie-s - the a makes a longer 'a' sound and the ie makes an alternative 'ee' like 
sound 

 female - the 'e' makes a longer 'ee' sound, not a short 'e' 

 walk 

 learn - l-ear-n - the 'ear' makes an 'ur' sound instead 

 own - ow-n - the 'ow' uses new alternative sound which sounds like 'oa' 
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 could - the ould spelling pattern is a tricky one - there's a video here that may help children 
remember it https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3aYVMICFq4M (please do check content 
on your own media player before sharing with children) 

 share - sh-are - the are makes the 'air' sound here 
 
Orange - First Day 
A great book to look at the character names and why they are comical. Look at the italic 'my' on 
p18 and practise emphasising this. The missing word activity at the end should be enjoyable. 
Words that may need help: 

 nervous 

 worry - the o makes an 'u' sound and the y ending sounds out as an 'ee' 

 officer / ice - both words use a soft 'c' sound 

 build / builder 

 instead - i-n-s-t-ea-d - the 'ea' makes a single 'e' sound in this word 

 scissors 

 sausage 

 course - c-our-se - the e at the end is silent and the middle sound makes an 'or' sound 

 pyjamas 
 
Turquoise - First Day 
This book lends itself to practising expression when reading - making use of words marked in 
italics or capitals. The final activity is a reading comprehension that checks children's 
understanding/recall. 
Words that may need help: 

 yo-yo / only - both words use a longer 'oa' sound 

 places / mantelpiece - both contain a softer c sound pronounced 's' 

 laugh / laughed 

 climb 

 half 

 bungee - the 'g' is softer, pronounced 'j' 

 cushions 

 poor 
 
Purple - Harry the Clever Spider on Holiday 
This book contains many words with alternative spelling choices/pronunciations so is a good 
starting point to discuss these further as you go e.g. ea sounds like 'e'/ea sounds like 'ee' or hard 
'c'/soft 'c' that sound like 's'. The final activity is a true/false activity based on what they have 
read. 
Words that may need help: 

 couldn't / would - the ould spelling pattern is a tricky one - there's a video here that may 
help children remember it https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3aYVMICFq4M (please do 
check content on your own media player before sharing with children) 

 naughty 

 special / suspiciously - both words have a 'c' which makes a 'sh' sound 

 eye 

 ignition - tion word ending 

 trouble - t-r-ou-b-le - the ou just makes an 'u' sound 

 impatiently 

 swimsuits 

 scared - s-c-are-d - the are is pronounced 'air' 
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